
Culture or Faith

Absolute is a free flowing form, independent from an object or noun and of influence; poetic, in

euphemism or idiom, grammatically a transitive verb without an object or adjective without a noun.

Chance happens. Keep watch. Ecclesiastes 9:11, Matthew 14:25 and 24:42 and John 3:8. The Holy

Bible Old Testament records God repented. The Holy Bible New Testament records Judas repented.

The record of repented is perhaps Antepenultisised as fulfilment of what Jesus said destroy this

temple  and  raise  it  in  three  days  in  Context  of  times  of  testing  and  suffering.  Attitude  and

Chauvinism appearing monetarily bad Association weakens the Audience. Numbers 23:22 and 24:8,

Deuteronomy 33:17, Job 39:9-10, Psalm 22:21, 29:6 and 92:10, Isaiah 34:7 and Daniel 8:5, Job

1:67 and Proverbs 16:18 and Romans 13, Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 and Revelation 13. Unicorn. Cf.

Revelation 13. Christian living is Spiritually Antepenultisised of Absolutely God Triune; Absolute

(Word),  Antepenult  (strive),  not  Accent  (sword),  Antagonist  (Semitic,  Roman),  Assimilation

(proud), Association (mob), Attitude (secular, death), Audience (vulnerable). Grammatically, verb

forms,  Antepenultisised,  a  superlative,  and  of,  or  from,  God  Triune,  so  prior  to  Bastard  Title

referencing, getting back to Aufklärung, enlightenment, column referencing, Or. [insert word] of

particular  regard  to  Greek  and  Hebrew  etymology,  synonymously  known.  Romans  13  and

Revelation 13. Christian living is Spiritually Antepenultisised from Absolutely Trinity;  Absolute

(Word),  Antepenult  (strive),  not  Accent  (sword),  Antagonist  (Semitic,  Roman),  Assimilation

(proud),  Association (mob),  Attitude (secular,  death),  Audience (vulnerable).  Whore.  Revelation

1722. Accent and speech of Literary Term Abracadabra (Cabalistic) from Old Testament Hebrew

Association of neighbouring nations’ influence of different belief expressed in Semitic and secular

Attitudes  to  death  language  is  which  Christ  (masculine  noun)  opposed.  Pharmakeia.  Greek.

Governmental medical divination. Revelation 18. The word justice is not in the New Testament of

Jesus Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ. The word respect is

thus  used  of  no  better  regard  of  persons  from  the  Justice  of  God  being  placed  upon  Christ.

Christians live in His Glory. Hebrews 11:26. Western Justice can result in reofferings up of mere

money payments  furthering only lawyer  referrals  wherefrom the Culture of government  census

more  than  half  Christian  faith  majority  of  reform is  to  reoffer  up  the  Justice  of  God  already

provided in Christ. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 takes great wisdom Revelation

to understand how western system of government is monetarily opposed of Culture which appears

and presents abominable mentality to Christian faith expression; Greek Anonym Latin Context of

Hebrews  monotheistic  history of  temple.  Paul  probably wrote  Hebrews,  but  the  reason  it  was

published from a distance using Greek Literary Term Anonym, unnamed, is that the Latin Literary

Term Content is controversial, so controversial it is believed Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 is perhaps the



Revelation of Antagonist Babylon. Gender differences biologically for the male stamina left brain

hemisphere should compliment the female right to feminine sensory perception,  not the George

Orwell  Politics  and the  English  Language  Dangling  Modifiers  sentencing  Dying  Metaphors  of

woman’s rights to dance at balls. Semitic Culture: Capital Punishment! That is what differentiates

Judaism and Islam from Christianity. Western Culture is interfaithed Masonic-Judeo yet the people

by Government censuses want to identity as Christian. Secular attitudes to death and bad language

use  prevent  reform.  Antagonist,  Anti-climax,  Ballad  Chauvinism shows the  difference  between

Judaism and Christianity. The Gospel water of life and God’s Revelation river of life of Jesus’ love

is not quenched by Israeli land as Jesus is the sustenance bread of life and New Spiritual State of

Israel.  Song  of  Solomon 8:7  and  Hebrews  11:26  and  6:6.  America  provides  a  paid  Copyright

registration service at  the Congress Library Copyright Office which does not delete.  Copyright

application requires a significant part of at least a text paragraph like the woman genius Gone with

the  Wind  published  periodically  a  chapter  a  month.  Western  Governments  provide  great

technological  portals  for its  people to  utilise.  Governments  have withheld education from their

people in a secrecy contest to be a wannabe, unique knight, yet the people perish from a lack of

knowledge, so reform exploitation of bad mentalities. Chandeliers with fans was the past exploit;

knowledge and education withheld by the aristocracy. Now we’ve got Air Con technology it’s more

about the rich and famous worrying about catching a cold; there’s only so many unique words in the

dictionary for a future world population. The problem with the world is lack of education resulting

in bad economics and bad demographics from governments refusing knowledge and clustering up

language into  a  love  of  money meaning which  causes  people  to  commit  crimes  to  summarise

Politics  and  the  English  Language,  Orwell.  Australian  Nobel  Peace  neuroscience  mind-brain

dualism theory is controversial because the world categories philosophical basis of brain psychics

quantification is perceived from negative cultural mindset and so view of vocables needs correction

and that is the metre of the book. Being Zionist is different to being Sionist. The Christian English

translation of the Jewish Old Testament differentiates an English language wind sound from the

Hebrew language glottal Accent, thus sense of etymology and Antepenultism is Sion, not Zion, and

Davinic,  not  Davidic.  Colossians  3:16.  Christian  living  is  Spiritually  Antepenultisised  from

Absolutely Trinity; Absolute (Word), Antepenult (strive), not Accent (sword), Antagonist (Semitic,

Roman), Assimilation (proud), Association (mob), Attitude (secular, death), Audience (vulnerable).

Romans  13  and  Revelation  13.  Antepenultisising.  Spiritual  faith  in  Christ  Jesus  expression,

quantified in Australian Nobel Peace neuroscience as mind reappraisals and vocables suggested to

counteract  perception  impairment  caused by mental  event  lingo  denial  of  Spiritual  event  faith

substance not experienced. Write THUNDER in a sunshower, Sons of Thunder!


